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BASELIFT 6200 - Wallmounted

With free space under the bench
and a bench at the right height, the
work in the kitchen is a pleasure!

 
BASELIFT 6200 is a wall mounted worktop lift with great flexibility to be adapted for different needs. 

The lift can be used separately or together with Granberg's wall cabinet lift to totally adapt the kitchen. Space is left open below the work surface for
knees and legs. Installations below the work surface, (motors, water, drainage), can be concealed by telescopic cover plates that give the kitchen an
attractive appearance.

The motors are continuously adjustable and move the work surface quickly and silently to the required height. The lift is equipped with a reliable
safety system that guarantees safe operation with no risk of crushing.

The equipment in the work surface is selected according to the function desired. Sink unit, hob, drawers, chopping boards and other accessories
can be integrated in the work surface.

Drawers can be installed in the bench.

 

Cutting board can be installed in the bench. The
cutting board can be used as extra work space.

 

Different types of sinks with shallow bowls can
be fitted into the bench.

 

The cooktop folds neatly into the countertop
and is easily accessible from a seated position.

       

Cover plates below the work surface cover
hoses and other installations.

 

As an alternative to cover panels are cover
caps that cover the engine alone. A good
choice for those who are tall and sits down at
work in the kitchen.

 

Easy to manage control buttons integrated in
the front. Buttons for wall cabinet lift and
worktop lift are collected in a single frame.
Safety lock with key prevents illicit operation.

 

Power sockets can be integrated in the front so
that they are easily accessible from a sitting
position.



Variations of this product

Baselift 6200 ( 59.0-100.0 cm) Baselift 6200 (109.0-180.0 cm) Baselift 6200 (189.0-260.0 cm) Baselift 6200 (269.0-340.0 cm)

Baselift Corner 6201
(105.0-255.0 cm)

Baselift Corner 6202
(105.0-255.0 cm)

Baselift Corner 6203
(80.0-260.0 cm)

Baselift Modul 6200

Height adjustable sink Baselift
6200-DB1

Height adjustable sink Baselift
6200-DB2

Height adjustable sink Baselift
6200-DR2

Height adjuatable cooking hob
6200-SB

Height adjuatable Combi
Modules Baselift 6200-KB

Height adjuatable Combi
Modules Baselift 6200-KR

Accessible mini kitchen
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